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ABSTRACT.We introdue here a relativistially onsistent software alled RMI (Relativisti Motion In-tegrator). We ompare it with the GINS software as an example of the lassial approahonsisting in the Newtonian formalism plus relativisti orretions.1. THE CLASSICAL APPROACH: GINSGINS [1℄ is a software routinely used to evaluate gravity potential models (GRIM4, GRIM5,EIGENS 1-2) from the determination of orbit perturbations, or for preise orbit determinationsaround the Earth (CHAMP, GRACE, JASON...) and around other solar system bodies, e.g.Mars (MGS...). It is based upon the usual formalism used in spae geodesy, i.e. it relies uponthe lassial Newtonian desription of motion, to whih relativisti orretions are added. Thenumber and type of orretions needed depend upon the preision in the measurements (lokpreision and stability). The relativisti orretions on the fores already taken into aount inGINS are: the Shwarzshild e�et, funtion of the position and speed of the satellite; the Lens-Thirring e�et, due to the rotation of the attrating body; the geodeti preession, funtion ofthe hosen oordinate system and due to the non inertial motion of the gravitational soure inthe solar system. Corretions are also applied on the measurements: a time tag orretion, whihstems from the transformation between the Universal Time Coordinate and the InternationalAtomi Time, or the time referred to in the ephemeris; a relativisti time delay orretion,due to the urvature of spae-time. And �nally, a orretion on the lok frequeny, owing tothe presene of a gravitational �eld, is onsidered, leading to a relativisti Doppler e�et. Inrelativisti theories, these post-Newtonian measurements orretions are a natural onsequeneof the distintion between proper time and oordinate time.The lassial "Newton + relativisti orretions" method briey desribed here faes threemajor problems. First of all, it ignores that in General Relativity time and spae are intimatelyrelated. Seondly, a (omplete) review of all the orretions is needed in ase of a hange inonventions (adopted underlying metri), or if preision is gained in measurements. Thirdly,with suh a method, one orretion an sometimes be ounted twie (for example, the referenefrequeny provided by the GPS satellites is already orreted for the main relativisti e�et), ifnot forgotten. For those reasons, a new approah was suggested.2. THE RELATIVISTIC APPROACH: RMIIn the relativisti approah implemented in RMI [2℄, the geodesi equations of motion are335



diretly numerially integrated for a hosen metri, with respet to proper time (for a massivepartile). RMI is a prototype software taking only gravitational fores into aount. It onsistsmainly of an integrator, plus separate modules ontaining metri de�nitions, the oordinate(spae-time) transformations, or routines aessing the ephemeris.To validate the di�erent relativisti ontributions in RMI orbits, the GINS software is used toprodue template orbits. In a �rst step, omparison of RMI orbits with GINS orbits alulatedfor the Earth gravitational monopole plus a Shwarzshild orretion shall validate the mainrelativisti e�et in the RMI software, if the orresponding Shwarzshild metri is hosen.Then, harmoni terms (aording to one of the geopotential models used in GINS) an furtherbe added to the monopole term in the Shwarzshild metri used in RMI to test the harmoniontributions of the geopotentiel. In order to test the Lens-Thirring e�et, the orrespondingorretion is seleted from the GINS interfae to produe the template orbits, while the Kerrmetri is hosen from the RMI interfae. With all Solar System masses set to zero exept for theEarth and Sun masses, the GCRS (Geoentri Coordinate Referene System) metri providedby IAU (International Astronomial Union) 2000 resolutions [6,7℄ should inlude the additionalgeodeti preession e�et when used to alulate RMI orbits. The latter RMI orbits an then beompared to orbits produed by GINS with the orresponding relativisti orretion seleted.Finally, the omplete GCRS metri shall introdue additional ontributions from other SolarSystem bodies in RMI orbits. These latter e�ets are simply modeled by Newtonian monopoleterms in the GINS software, plus a oupling between the Moon and the Earth's attening. Wemust notie that the GCRS metri already takes into aount an additional relativisti e�et, theThomas preession, whih is not modeled in the RMI sofware.One the RMI software is oherently alibrated for all the relativisti e�ets onsideredin the GINS software, RMI will go beyond GINS apabilities. Not only will RMI oherentlyinorporate the latest IAU resolutions [6,7℄ regarding metri standards, presription for timetransformations [3,4℄, and latest IAU 2000/IERS 2003 standards on Earth rotation [5,6℄, butthanks to its separate modules, it will allow to easily update for metri, geopotential modelpresriptions. However, the fondamental advantage of RMI over GINS resides in the fat thatit oherently inorporates all the relativisti e�ets at the required metri order hosen.3. REFERENCES[1℄ GRGS. Desriptif mod�ele de fores: logiiel GINS. Note tehnique du Groupe de Reherhe en G�eodesieSpatiale (GRGS), (2001).[2℄ X. Moisson. Int�egration du mouvement des plan�etes dans le adre de la relativit�e g�en�erale (th�ese).Observatoire de Paris (2000).[3℄ A. W. Irwin and T. Fukushima. A numerial time ephemeris of the Earth. Astronomy and Astro-physis, 338, 642-652 (1999).[4℄ SOFA homepage. The SOFA libraries. IAU Division 1: Fundamental Astronomy. ICRS WorkingGroup Task 5: Computation Tools. Standards of Fundamental Astronomy Review Board (2003).http://www.iau-sofa.rl.a.uk/produt.html.[5℄ D. D. MCarthy and G. Petit. IERS onventions (2003). IERS tehnial note 200? (2003).http://maia.usno.navy.mil/onv2000.html.[6℄ IAU 2000 resolutions. IAU Information Bulletin, 88 (2001). Erratum on resolution B1.3. InformationBulletin, 89 (2001).[7℄ M. So�el et al. The IAU 2000 resolutions for astrometry, elestial mehanis and metrology in therelativisti framework: explanatory supplement. astro-ph/0303376v1 (2003).ACKNOWLEDGMENTThis work was funded by the European Community's Improving Human Potential Program under ontratRTN2-2002-00217, MAGE. 336


